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INTERNATIONAL CONCERTINA ASSOCIATION 
********************************* 

NEWS   LETTER 
No: 22                                                                 APRIL 1957 
================================================================================= 
MINUTES of the meeting of the I.C.A., held at Dinely Studios - March 9th. 
In the Chair   -   Mr. J. Gibson. 
Committee Present: Mr. Minting,  Mr. H. Crabb,  Mr. P. Jones and Mr. L. Jones. 
          The minutes of the previous meeting were read, confirmed and signed. 
          The Secretary gave his report which included the prices quoted to 
him for membership cards  (Which had been suggested at a previous meeting.) 
After much discussion on the type of card the matter was held over for further 
details.   Mr. Parsons was given a good welcome on his first.   (The News 
Letter, which was in the hands of the printers for three weeks) was delivered 
to the I.C.A, too late to get out before the meeting so in order to avoid a 
poor attendance at future meetings Mr. Hartford proposed that the meetings be 
held on a specific day of the month.   Mr. Minting suggested the last Saturday 
of each month as being the most appropriate and this was put to the vote. 
 
     Proposer Mr. Hartford.  Seconded by Mr. Gratherne.   This was carried 
without dissent. 
 
          The news that the Studios are due for demolition led to a discussion 
on alternative accommodation, and it was delegated to Mr. H. Minting to see 
what could be done in time for the next meeting. 
 
The Wembley Festival  was then discussed.   Members will be pleased to learn 
                      that Mr.  Minting has been co-opted to the Festival 
Committee.   He has already been very active and had met the adjudicator - 
Mr. Reid, and in the course of a conversation with him enlightened him some- 
what on the Concertina about which he previously knew very little.   He now 
knows more or less what to expect from us and it should be all to our 
advantage. 
          As that concluded the agenda it was proposed from the Hall that the 
"JAM" Session should begin.   This ran for half an hour over our "Booking Time" 
and this can be taken as a measure of its popularity.   In fact it is suggest- 
ed in future that more time be devoted to the inevitable "Tune-up". 
          A very good meeting as witness all left at least half an hour late. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
THE I.C.A. NEWS LETTER IS DISTRIBUTED BY THE INTERNATIONAL CONCERTINA 
                ASSOCIATION,  3 IVES STREET, LONDON S.W.3., 
            TO WHICH ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE SHOULD BE SENT. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                    NEXT MEETING—— 
                      ——   THE LAST SATURDAY IN APRIL 

PLEASE NOTE THE NEXT MEETING WILL BE HELD AT THE KENSINGTON HOTEL.   THIS IS 
IN RUSSELL STREET AND OFF HOLLAND ROAD.   IT IS CLOSE TO SHEPHERDS BUSH UNDER) 
GROUND, AND FROM THE OPPOSITE .DIRECTION - KENSINGTON HIGH STREET STATION : 
ROUTE 49 BUSES GO THROUGH HOLLAND ROAD FROM BOTH STATIONS. 
DATE OF NEXT MEETING —--   ——   --—  —--   —-- THE LAST SATURDAY IN APRIL 
MAKE A NOTE OF THIS, AND ALL MEETINGS AFTER  THIS MONTH TO BE HELD ON THE LAST 
SATURDAY OF EACH MONTH AT THE ABOVE ADDRESS. 
ANY MEMBER REQUIRING THE ASSISTANCE OF MR. MINTING OR MR. BUTLER WILL BE ABLE 
TO FIND THEM AT THE DINELY STUDIOS ON THE THURSDAY AND FRIDAY PRECEDING THE 
                              WEMBLEY FESTIVAL. 
================================================================================= 

THE WEMBLEY  FESTIVAL 
FULL DETAILS ARE GIVEN IN THIS LETTER HOW TO GET THERE ETC., 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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THE SOCIAL EVENING AT THE KENSINGTON HOTEL. 
============================================ 

          I almost  begged of members to support this function, and as 
Mr. A. Austin  told you in his letter to you last month the success of the 
evening was again entirely  due to the staunch supporters he tells us he 
has come to rely on.    This is not at all like the Socials I remember be- 
fore circumstances  stopped me from attending, and I was therefore greatly 
surprised at the absence  of members, but was honestly pleased to see many 
non-members without who  the event would have been a flop.   Now is any 
endeavour made to enrol  these folk  who are evidently glad to be with us, 
because being  sure we function as a democratic organization, and need 
ever to increase our membership  I am sure some application forms for 
membership could be well  placed on these occasions. 
          Have you a reason for not going to the Socials?   For instance - 
Location  -  Distance of travel, etc.,   Please do let us know.   I can 
assure you that Mr. A. Austin who does so much work in the organizing of 
these "Evenings" will be only too glad to examine any suggestions you may 
care to make.   I am not going to be too doleful but it must be emphasised 
that these Concertina Parties (which by the way were my idea, and I only 
state this to justify my observations) were originally intended to let 
players come together and "Have a go";  and all must agree that some of 
the less capable players have been given a wonderful opportunity to' play 
to an appreciative audience and thereby overcome any "Nerves" or "Shyness". 
I remember one evening when there were 84 persons present.   Every one who 
had a Tina played something, however short.  . If I remember correctly 
Mr. Butler gave each a numbered ticket and when the number came up the 
member played remaining in his seat or coming forward, which was a great 
help to any "Bashful" Performer".   So before giving details of what - 
make no mistake about it, was a Grand Evening, may I repeat we want YOU at 
these "DO's". 
          The Band  for the evening., the North London Concertina Band, 
opened up in good style with  the "Sons of the Brave" March.   This is a 
very suitable one for  the concertina, (English or Duet), and for those in- 
terested Hawkes publish a  Piano Copy in the key of "F". 
          After some light music by the Band, Tommy Williams obliged and 
what a surprise when he played the “Butterfly Polka", which calls for both 
speed and counterpoint.   Well done!  Mr. Williams.   Mr. H. Cowlin, who 
has recently found inspiration in a new instrument which Mr. Crabb has made 
for him, gave us Handel's 'Largo'', which demonstrated well the octave 
couplers incorporated in this "model".   A good performance, Mr. Cowlin, 
and all from memory.  
          Now, Young Maurice, space would not suffice  for all one could 
comment, but he is certainly going to go places with the concertina. A. 
very good rendering of a difficult Waltz, and perfectly timed counterpoint. 
Although the "Bells" is an "Evergreen" among players it consists of a  lot 
more than running down the scale.   Mr. Bonnet demonstrated  this with his 
own arrangement which included "Sweet Chiming Bells".  Next came a Banjo 
and Concertina Solo.   Brigadier E. Russell who delighted us with harmony 
and jest, informs us that he will be performing at the Darlington Salvation 
Army Citadel on Easter Sunday and Monday.   He will be pleased  to see any 
players from those parts, and all are welcome.  Brigadier Russell always 
includes Popular Numbers in his programme and among these were "Take me to 
your arms again", and "There's always Tomorrow''.  These were played with 
great effect on his recently new "Baritone".   Then followed, another sur- 
prise.   Mr. Gratherne gave us a excellent rendering of that dramatic 
Monologue, "The Shooting of Dan McGrew".   Well done, and what  a memory. 
          Many others obliged.   I regret I was unable  to learn their names 
but one we must hear again at our Social sang "Santa Lucia'' accompanied, by 
the Band.   Very effective. 
          This has  taken up much space but if its purpose succeeds in con- 
veying to you the very pleasant. “Evening" that was spent, we may hope to 
see YOU at the next one. 
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SUBS  ..  SUBS  ..  SUBS  ..  SUBS  ..  SUBS  ..  SUBS  ..  SUBS  ..  SUBS 
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
Many members appear to have overlooked their subscriptions  for this year. 
May we remind members to give a SECOND THOUGHT TO THE MATTER AS WE ARE 
MORE DEPENDENT ON THE SUBSCRIPTIONS THAN AT ANY OTHER TIME.   THIS IS DUE 
TO NEW MEMBERSHIP AND INCREASING ACTIVITIES OF THE ASSOCIATION. 
Another aspect  is the issue of the News Letter.   We must of course, need 
to know the number required  for dispatch,     as a ruling made last year 
bars the Letter  to all who have not paid their subscription. We are however 
in order to be  able to remind those concerned -- sending this News Letter 
out to all. 
REMITTANCES TO  :-   MR. H. CRABB,  158 LIVERPOOL ROAD,  LONDON,  N.1. 
+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+ 
Arrangements are well in hand for another appearance of THE  LONDON CONCERT) 
INA  ORCHESTRA at  the WATFORD  ELIM CHURCH. 
The CAROL SERVICE this year was a great success and MR. F. BUTLER,  who con- 
ducted the Orchestra on that occasion has by arrangement with the Musical 
Director, Mr. Alf. Edwards, agreed to provide the  “SCORE" and conduct the 
Orchestra in an Easter Hymn Service.  This is to be in the evening  of 
EASTER SUNDAY at 6.30 p.m. 
+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+ 
                      PROFESSOR CHARLES WHEATSTONE. 
When FRIEZE GREENE invented the cinematograph he set into motion what was 
to become the most lucrative and expanding industry of the century.   All 
he appears to have got for his efforts was a Placque let into the wall  at 
his once while abode.   I now learn for the first time that Professor 
Wheatstone has a Placque or tablet to his memory.   This is on a wall of 
a Church in Gloucester, - as Sir Charles also invented "3-D"(that is  the 
jargon for three dimensional.) This in formation reaches us from 
R. EASTMAN of LONDON ROAD, GLOUCESTER for which we are grateful, as  indeed. 
we are for any interesting items from members. 
I have always understood that Professor Wheatsonte was also responsible 
for the "Wheatstone Bridge", used the whole world over for scientific 
measurements.   That brings us back to our quiz in the previous News Letter 
The question should have been - "Who invented the ENGLISH CONCERTINA?"  I 
am afraid I left out the ENGLISH.   Well, of course it was Pro.C.Wheatstone 
It was called a SYMPHONIUM with bellows.  The first one to be played in pub- 
lic was by a Captain Gardner of the Coldstream Gaurds.  Now the 60 dollar 
question - Who gave away the concertinas -Wheatstones and Lachenals?  They 
were presented to Colin Campbell, who was then conducting his Concertina 
Band with great success at the Sunday Concerts etc.,   I understand  that 
one Manufacturer gave the one set (metal tops) and the other, not to be out- 
done, followed with a gift of a set (ebony tops);  but even if I knew I 
would not dare to say who was first;   Dutch Daly played an Anglo; and he 
must have been very good because Lachenals had a full-length picture of him 
displayed in their office.   Many of our members have no doubt heard him 
play and are here invited to send us the details. - I can see that the QUIZ 
must not be so involved next time, because on making enquiries I learned. 
that any amount of concertinas were made especially to pull in halves; 
as I am determined to include Jack Clevona in this article as he was the 
first one I ever saw using a trick concertina which he would pull apart in 
a reiterated passage of the march "With Sword and Lance", I think I  am 
right in saying that Jack Clevona was our Billy Hartford's Father, and a 
fine performer.   I have seen him on Stage with no fewer than 10 concert- 
inas at one time. 
                 :+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+:+::+ 
                            Mr. C. Rhodes 
                                86, Monkspark Road, 
                                    Northampton. 
                 Enquires === Has any members a copy of the music of 
                            "THE DAWN OF SPRING" 

Note: NOT “The Rustle of Spring”
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CONCERTINAS  FOR  DISPOSAL. 

Mr. Young of Durham has for sale:  1-56 key Raised Nickel ends, H.P. 
                                                        Leather Case. 
    1-48 key Raised ends, E.P. (Silver Keys) Leather Case. 
    1-40 Silver key, Raised ends (Ebony -) Piccolo. Mint condition. 
    1-48 Rosewood ends, Hexagon Case, and a 20-key Anglo. 
Mr. Young would, consider exchange of Piccolo for an English Miniature, 
which of course must be in perfect condition.   This was received  too late 
for inclusion in the last News Letter, so anyone interested must not  delay 
as Mr & Mrs. Young sail for Canada on the 19th of April.   He would like 
any Member who knows the address of any Concertina Player in Canada to 
let him know.   Mrs. Young who has been ill has now recovered and  all our 
members join in wishing them "Godspeed'' on their trip and hope they will 
write us while away. 
    (The above Piccolo Instrument  also has Leather Case) 
=0=0= 0=0= 0=0=0=0 ==o=o=o= 0=0= 0=0= 0=0=0 =0=0 =0=0 =0=0 =0=0= 0=0= 0=0=  
           WORLD ACCORDION REVIEW      THE ACCORDION REVIEW 
If you read the minutes of the I.C.A, meeting Jan.26th, you will recall 
the Chairman's reference to the "Accordion Review".  Father Loveless 
informed the meeting that he had taken the Accordion Review when he had. 
seen it offered for sale.   It stated on the outer cover "Incorporating 
the Concertina".   Never could he find anything relevent to Concertinas, 
so Father Loveless in his inimitable style brought the matter to the 
notice of the meeting.   After much discussion it was left to the Secre- 
tary Mr. H. Minting, who in the short intervening period met with much 
success.   Self-explanatory is the context of the reply from the Accordian 
Review===  "I shall be pleased to receive news and articles of interest 
and I note you will do everything you can to get subscribers to our 
magazines== Signed A. Dante                           
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                      Holy Trinity Church, Hoxton. 
Many will recall the very successfulConcert the I.C.A., gave at  the above 
Church last year.   The Rev.Father Loveless has expressed the wish  to hold 
another, so there will be one.   For who could refuse for one thing,  and 
another reason being the very happy evening we always spend when  at 
St. Mary's Church.   The date suggested is the 4th October, so Mr.  Austin 
is going to be busy again and you may rest assured that the ''BILL" will 
be first rate as usual.   We will remind you in good  time in these pages, 
and. when the programme comes to hand, give list of "Artistes". 
Those who missed the previous Concert may like  to know that every branch 
of variety is represented at these Concerts, as we hold  the view with most- 
that as popular as we find the Concertina, every endeavour must  be made to 
see that it is not over-represented. 
So remember the date....OCTOBER 4th  .... Ahd come along and support your 
Chairman, The Rev. K. Loveless in  this most desering appeal for Church 
funds. 

========================== 
                           THE WEMBLEY FESTIVAL, 
                         WE WANT A LARGE AUDIENCE- 
COPLAND COUNTY SECONDARY SCHOOL, HIGH STREET, WEMBLEY - - - - ADMISSION 6d 
              (NEAR THE MAJESTIC CINEMA, BAKERLOO LINE) 
Please, if you can, give your support to the Festival. 
        The concertina is exploring entirely new fields, and the publicity 
                gained at the Festival will of course, be greatly enhanced 
                        by the performances of the entrants.   And that is 
                                where the audience comes in.  It cannot be 
                        overstressed that it is the duty of all members to 
                give their support to this THE GREATEST OPPORTUNITY YET TO 
        PUT THE CONCERTINA ON THE MAP.   SO REMEMBER - APRIL 13th., 
COMMENCING 6.30 P.M.  ...  ... ...   ...    ...  ...  ...  ...  ...  ... 
                                                                     

-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
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ANOTHER  LAUGH 

Harry was out shopping, and as he sauntered by, 
A gleaming Concertina in a Junk Shop caught his eye. 
Now he had a passion, the tina for to play, In fact many of his friends were 
                                    in the I.C.A 
But although upon this instrument he had begun to dote, It must be stated 
                                    here right now he could not play a note . 
And so he went into the shop to ask therein the price, and opened and shut 
                                    it once or twice and said it sounded nice. 
The shopman said “It's yours for thirty bob. It's very cheap-a real nice job. 
Come into the parlour if you wish to try it.  "I can't play'' said he, "But I 
                                    think I'll buy it". 
So homewards he made his way with the bargain of his life, but paused at door 
                                    with key in hand, remembering his wife. 
He much henpecked by his spouse-wondered would she have it in the house. 
He would have loved to have said "Look what I have, dear", but he knew she'd 
                                    say "Take that thing out'v here". 
So being certain she would grouse, tried to smuggle it into the house. 
And so he tucked it under his coat, but by hard luck touched a note. 
A voice from the Parlour cried out "What was that?"  "Me", said Harry, "I 
                                   stepped upon the cat". 
Again she called "You wipe your feet, when you come in from the street. 
The dirt you bring in gives me the blues, and go upstairs and change your shoes". 
And so gladly Harry did as bid, and soon the instrument was hid. 
And secretly he resolved to play whenever his wife was out of the way. 
And so upon the very morrow, received the news with well-feigned sorrow, 
The news that said that Ma-in-Law was low, so to her would her daughter go. 
And so Harry, with well-concealed elation, saw his wife off from the station. 
Homewards thinkinf of the tunes that ho would play, his feet with wings sped 
                                    on the way. 
Then seated comfy around the fire, to play the Tina did aspire. 
Out rolled chords in prolific quantity, all his own and of dubious quality. 
And we all know how the learner enjoys the most inharmonious noise. 
But with none to criticise and none to applaud, on he struggled with an 
                                    unrecognisable Lost Chord 
Which is the pride of players all.   But halfway through came a bang on the wall; 
And it proved to be the man next door who called to ask what was all the row for? 
The confounded noise coming through the wall, and him on night work getting no 
                                    sleep at all. 
So Harry explained that all was alright and pacified him as best he might, 
Saying "You go back and snore, you will not hear it any more". 
Then he wondered what could he do.   You feel sorry for him Teddy Stream, 
                                    Don't you? 
But when he had despaired of ever playing, Came a news letter and in 'it saying 
"You can play from music, have no fear.  No longer need you play by ear". 
No longer did he fool, but made his way to Isle don School, 
Where he learned with great elation the mysteries of Staff Notation. 
And very soon so well did he play that numerous engagements came his way. 
Also his wife can stand the noise because of the Mink Coat she now enjoys. 
So you too can the life of the party be, if you take this tip from me. 
Do not get your neighbours howlin'.  Pop along to Harold Cowlin. 
For Harry now delights the man next door, who now shouts through the wall 
                                    “encore, encore". 
And from all it would appear that his wife has now a musical ear. 
Well, she did tell her neighbours how he could "Send Her" 
With a tune she thought he called "COME BACK TO SURRENDER". 
*+*+^+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+ 
            WHEN ARE WE GOING TO HEAR FROM YOU CHAPS IN THE PROVINCES? 
                                WE WILL GLADLY 
                             PRINT ALL YOUR ACTIVI- 
                          TIES,  OR ANY NEWS YOU SEND                           
                        US AS WE WISH THIS LETTER TO BE 
                      REPRESENTATIVE OF THE WHOLE MOVEMENT. 
                                                 

AT   PRESENT THE LONDON 
AREA IS MONOPOLISING 

MOST OF THE SPACE
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DINELYS STUDIOS. 
         We regret to have to inform our Members that the above famous 
Studios are due  for demolition, the L.C.C. is the responsible body and 
as we must  bow in submission to the progress of the majority, we who 
have  enjoyed the amenities of these unique studios are both surprised 
and  annoyed to see once more the discouragement of persons with a purpose - 
people  with a determination to overcome all obstacles in order to realize, 
their  ambition to get on in their particular branch of the arts.   It is 
usually  futile to protest in matters of this kind, but it is stressed how 
popular  these are, and we understand that endeavours are to be made to 
provide  alternative accommodation.   Meanwhile Mr. Minting has acted 
promptly  and we are glad to be able to announce that we have secured  the 
use  of the "Room" at the Kensington Hotel.   Details are given elsewhere 
in this issue. 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
                          WHAT IS A TETRACHORD? 
 A new musical instrument has made its appearance.   Or is it new?   It is 
 certainly ingenious.   A Guitar in shape, but in performance and tone akin 
 to the electric organ.   In place of the strings are pegs as we have on 
 the concertinas.   It employs eight valves - has 30 notes on the finger 
 board and another 25 on  the lower part of the instrument.  These keys 
 were made of plastic knitting needles each turned  on a lathe by Mr.Smith 
 of Bristol,  who has made every part of it bar the green "Plastic" body. 
  A Mr.Andrews looked after the intricate electrical circuits.   It has cost 
 £100 to produce, and is in range and tone similar to an Electric Organ, so 
 we may yet hear of someone tinkering about with a concertina but I for one 
 sincerely hope not. 
=================================================================================  
 LETTER FROM JAMES FLOYD.                           
 We are glad to hear from all members but are particularly pleased to hear 
 from those who have been out of touch with us due to sickness.  Mr.Floyd 
 informs us that he has fully recovered from his eye affliction and is 
 "Getting along fine".  He also has included a press cutting which he 
 hopes will be of interest to Mrs.Kennedy, and Father Loveless.  Mr.Floyd 
 is still in demand with his "Duet" and is looking forward to the  announce- 
 ment of the date of the I.C.A. Festival.   He concludes  in wishing success 
 to all of our members. 
 Thank you, Mr. Floyd, and may I on behalf of all our members wish you in 
 return continued good health and prosperity. (ED.) 
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
MR. J. STEVENS 
We regret to learn that the above member has been injured in a Road Accident 
He writes....."Dear Mr. Minting,  Thank you  for your card of the 8th giving 
the date of the meeting at Dinelys Studios.    I was sorry not to be with you 
as I was knocked down  on the previous Monday somewhere near the Nags Head, 
Holloway Road about 6  p.m.,   It is not sure if I had a blackout, however 
the next thing  I knew was that I was in the Royal Northern Hospital with my 
head bandaged,  and there I have been until yesterday (10th March).  I am 
very weak  and one ear and my neck are very painful.  The left leg is mostly 
black  and blue.   1.hope the I.C.A, is meeting with every success and when I 
am well again I shall come to the meetings again. 
Wishing you all the best.   Your sincerely,   J. Stevens. 
-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
SECRETARY'S REPLY TO MR. STEVENS. 
 Dear Mr. Stevens, 
           Thank you for your letter.   I am sorry to hear about your 
 accident.   I do hope you will soon be feeling better and be able  to be with 
 us at our meetings again very soon.      
With best wishes, 
   Yours sincerely 
    H. Minting 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
********************************************************************************* 


